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On the current of large atoms
in strong magnetic fields
S0ren FOURNAIS
Abstract
In this talk I will discuss recent results on the magnetisation/current of
large atoms in strong magnetic fields. It is known from the work of Lieb,
Solovej and Yngvason [LSY94] that the energy and density of atoms in strong
magnetic fields are given to highest order by a Magnetic Thomas Fermi theory (MTF-theory) when the magnetic field strength B and nuclear charge
Z satisfy BZ~3 —> 0. It is, however, equally interesting to establish whether
MTF-theory also gives the right asymptotic current. In this talk we will prove
that this is indeed the case, at least for moderate magnetic fields. However,
we will also prove that approximate ground states do not in general give the
right asymptotics for the current.

1. Introduction
Let us consider a large neutral atom with nuclear charge Z in a strong magnetic
field B = B(0, 0,1). In a quantum mechanical description the dynamics of the atom
is governed by the (Pauli-) Hamiltonian:
z
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2

H(B^Vz)=^{{-^^,+A{x,)) +B(x,)'a,+Vz{x,)}+
j=l

^

p——^

\<j<k<Z '
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Here A{x) = B/2{-x(2\xw,0), Vz{x) = -j. and a is the vector of Pauli spin
matrices. The unbounded, self-adjoint operator H acts on the Hilbert space T-L =
A^Z/^R 3 ; C 2 ). We have applied the convention that a suffix on a one particle operator means that the corresponding operator acts on the j'th electron i.e.
A^i ® • • • ® (f>z = <^i ® • • • ® A(f)j ® • • • (g) (f)zWe will be interested in obtaining approximations for the energy, density and
current of the atom in the case where B, Z are large i.e. we will let B, Z tend to
infinity.
Part of the work presented in this article was done during the author's stay at the ESI in Vienna, fall 1999. He
wishes to express his gratitude to Thomas and Maria Hoffmann-Ostenhof for giving him the opportunity to go
there, and to Thomas 0stergaard Sorensen for many discussions on this subject.
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1.1. Basic notions
The (ground state) energy of the atom is defined by the variational principle:
E{B, Vz) =

inf

^e^,||^||=l

(^(B,
VzW.
V ^ ^/l /

From the work of [AHS] it is known that the ground state energy is actually
an eigenvalue, so we can let <&o denote a (not necessarily unique) ground state of
H(B^Vz).
The density p of the atom is defined as the distribution ^
ie
6V
7

/»

-^\^E(B^Vz+t(f>)=

pd>dx^

for all (/) € C^°(R3). By the variational principle it is easy to see that, if the derivative
exists, we get:

r

z

/^&=(^o|^^-)|^o),
J

J=l

or
p(x) = Z

|^o(^^2,"- ^z)!2^ - " d x z .

Here we used the symmetry properties of the space "H.
In the same way the current j is defined as the distribution
3

8K

i.e. for all

8A

aeC^O^iR ) we have

—\t=oE{N,Z,B+tcwla)= f a ' j d x ,
ai

J]R3

if the derivative on the left hand side exists. Using again the variational principle
we get:
/ a-J^=(^o|</z(B,a)|^o),
Jp3

if the derivative exists, where
z

Jz{B, a) = ^ (a(.r,) • (-zV, + BA(x,)) + (-zV, + BA{x,) . a{x,)) + a, • 6(^.)) .
/
j==i
Here b = curia is the magnetic field generated by a.
Remark 1.1. Notice that even if the ground state is degenerate the above formulas
hold for any ground state wave function ^oWe may define the current for all a e C^R3, R 3 ) bv
[ a-;^=(^o|<7z(B.a)|^o).
Jp3
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Since the energy does not depend on the choice of a - only on the magnetic field
generated by a (gauge invariance) - we may write the derivative as
i

/*

—\t=oE{N,Z,B+tb)=
b'Mdx
dt
J-^3
where M by definition is the magnetisation. It is easy to see (by integration by
parts) that curIM = j.

1.2. Magnetic Thomas-Fermi theory
It is known from the work of Lieb, Solovej and Yngvason that the energy of the
atom can be approximated by a functional of the density alone. Let us introduce a
bit of notation:
^MTF\P\ B, V] = / TB(x){p{x)) dx+
V(x)p(x) dx + D(p, p),
Jp3
Jp3

where D(f,g) == ^ff(x)\x - y^g^y) dxdy, TB(<) = sup^>o[tw - Pa(w)L and
P,(w) = ^ (w 3 / 2 +2E^ \^B -w|3./2) .
The functional should be seen as giving the (MTF-) energy SMTF as a function
of the density p. The three terms in the functional represent the kinetic energy1 ,
the direct potential energy and the electronic repulsion, respectively.
We define the MTF-energy as the minimum of the above functional:
EMTF{B^V)= inf £MTF[P\B,V}^
P^B^V

where the domain Cg y is given by:
C

BV

=

{P\P

> O

^ P

= Z

^

^B(x)(p{x))dx < oo,D(p,p) < 00}.

It can be proved, that there is a unique minimizing density PMTF °f the functional.
The MTF-theory is meant as a simpler, approximate theory of large atoms, and
indeed we find:
Theorem 1.2 ([LSY94] Convergence of the energy). Let V(x) = Z l • ~ l v ( x / l )
where v € L 5 / 2 + L°°, v(x) —> 0 as \x\ —^ oo and where I = Z^^l + /?)"-2y/5, with
/3=B/Z 4 / 3 . Then
E{B^V)
^
EMTF(B^ V)
as B, Z -> oc with B / Z 3 -^ 0.
Remark 1.3. By a study of the scaling behaviour of SMTP ^ g^t that both energies
have the following order :
£(B,l•z)%^ 7 / 3 (l+/3) 2 / 5 .
^n Thomas-Fermi theory without magnetic fields, the kinetic energy r(p) is taken as r(p) =
CTFP^3-
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Remark 1.4. The result above has been generalised to nonconstant magnetic fields
by [ES97].
By a variational argument (see below) the convergence of the energy gives immediately the convergence of the density.
Theorem 1.5 (Convergence of the density [LSY94]). Let p be the minimizer
°f ^MTF ^d define p^{x} by p(x) == Z ^ p p ^ x / l ) . Let p^ be the quantum mechanical
density. If Z -^ oo, B / Z 3 -^ 0 and B/Z4/3 -> /?; 0 < /? < oo, then
Z-^l+B/Z^-^p^x/l)-^^
weakly in L^.

One would now naturally suppose that MTF-theory also gives the right current.
Notice that it is quite easy to calculate the MTF-current:
Lemma 1.6.
• Let a € (^(R3) and write b = curio, then the map t »—)EMTF{N^ B + tb^ V) is differentiable at t = 0.
• Let the distribution JMTF be defined as

/

»
JMTF • a = ,\t=oE{N, B + tcnda, V},

then

/

-

_

5 f B ' curla.

/ .

3 -- , ,

3MTF • a = 2 / ——^2——l^) + 5^7J dx^

where p is the unique minimizer of SMTP, ^d Veff === V + p^ \x\~1 +/^o is the
effective potential.

It will indeed turn out, that we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.7 (Convergence of the current [FouOOa]). Let So = (a^\ a^\ 0)
m C^OR^R 3 ), and define a(x) = l S o { x / l ) , where I = Z- l / 3 (l + B/Z 4 / 3 )- 2 / 5 . Let
us assume that BZ"4/3 < C for some constant C € R+. Suppose finally that ^ is a
ground state for H{B^ Vz), then
Wz{B.aW = d |^o^TF(B+tcurlaJ^)+o(Z 7/3 ),

dr

as Z —^ oo.

In the rest of this paper we will discuss why it is correct, though maybe a little
surprising that MTF-theory gives the right current of the atom.
Let us first discuss why MTF-theory might not give the right current. In order
to do that let us look a bit at the proof that MTF-theory gives the right density:
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1.3. The convergence argument for the density
We immediately get, by using ^o in the variational principle for E(B, Vz + t(f))
and £'(B, V), the following inequality:
z
E(B, Vz + ^) - E{B, Vz} < W]^ <^)|^o),
j=i

where ^o is a ground state for H(B,Vz). If we know that E{B, Vz + t(f>) =
EMTF(B,VZ + t^) + O{EMTF[B,VZ + t(f))}, then we can let Z,B tend to infinity
in the above inequality, then divide by t and let t tend to zero. Thereby we get2:
z

,

(^ol^M^o)

=

^b=o^MrF(5,Vz+^)+o(^MrF(B,Vz)).

j=i
The derivative on the right does exist and gives exactly the MTF-density.
Unfortunately, the above argument does not work for the current as the following
calculation shows:
Let us define
H(t) = H{B^ Vz) + tJz{B, Ba),
in order to try the plan of attack above. But now,
z
2 2

H(t) = H{B + tBcmia, Vz) - B ! ^ a 2 ^),
j-i
and E(B + tBcw\a, Vz) ^ E{B, Vz} but
z

.
2

{^^B^Y^a^x^o} = t^B
p(x)a2(x)dx
J
j=i
^ B2t2E(B^Vz)^
where a % b means that a, b have the same order of magnitude in Z, B.
Therefore, this second term, which is of second order in t and thus vanishes upon
taking t to zero, is of too high order in the parameters B, Z and spoils the picture.
The above only shows that the method of proof for the density does not carry
over directly to the case of the current. Worse is that we can in fact show that
"approximate ground states" do not necessarily give the right current i.e. it is
possible to construct sequences of functions ^z,B such that
{^z^\H{B^Vz)^z^) = EMTF{B^VZ)+O(E(B^VZ)).
but
^z^Jz(B.Ba)^z^) + JMTF{B.VZ) +o{E{B^Vz)).
This is in sharp contrast to the case of the density, where all approximate ground
states give the right density to highest order.
In the next section (Section 2) we will give a semiclassical example of what can
go wrong with approximate ground states. Then in Section 3 we will explain the
main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.7.
2

We get two inequalities since t can take both positive and negative values.
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2. A density matrix with too high current
In order to illustrate that the current can, in fact, be orders of magnitude too big,
let us go to a semiclassical picture. For simplicity, let us look at a two-dimensional
situation:
H = (-zW + ^A(x))2 - iih + V{x),
acting on I/^R2). We suppose A = 1/2(— ^2,^1), /^/z == 1 and let /i —)- 0. This
describes a non-interacting electron gas in the external magnetic field of strength p,
and electric potential V. The energy of the gas is
E(h^^V) = tr[m(_^o]W]

/

/*

4;

1

/
/

00

\\

^
([V}-+2^[2.+V}.\dx+o(^
HM-^^]-)^:
\

^=1

/

^(V)+o^/h).

The density is given by
p^dx

=

tr[(?!)l(_oo;o]W]

de/

/^ d
——,-|t=0^d(V + t(J>} + O(^),

/i dt

and the current by
^ j - ^adx = tr[J(^a)l(-oo;o]WL
where
J{f^a) = /^a • (—z/iV + iJiA{x}} + (—z/iV + /2A(a;)) • iia — p.h{9x^a^ — <9^ai).

In order to simplify some expressions we will write p^ = (—z/iV + /^A(a:)).
We want to prove that it is necessary to use something like our commutator
argument below (see Section 4) in order to calculate the current. Therefore we will
produce an example of a density matrix 7 that gives the right energy to highest
order - but gives a current of too high order.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a potential V{x) C C^R2) and a test function (f) =
(^i^) ^ C^°{R2) together with a density matrix i.e. an operator 7 satisfying
0 ^ 7 ^ ! such that
tr[^7]=^(V')+o(^),

and
-|tr[J(^)7]| -^oo,

as h —> 0.
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Thus the lemma says that a density matrix that gives the right energy does not
necessarily give the right current. This is unlike the situation for the density, since
it is easy to prove that a density matrix that gives the right energy also gives the
right density.
The key to the construction is the following: The current operator - as opposed
to the energy operator (the Hamiltonian) - mixes the Landau levels. In fact, the
main part of the current operator does not respect the Landau levels - the part
that does is much smaller3. Thus, a density matrix that gives the right energy but
contains a small part which mixes neighboring Landau levels should have too large
a current. As the proof below shows this turns out to be the case.
Proof. We will construct our density matrix as a small perturbation of a density
matrix which respects the Landau levels and gives the right energy.
Let us choose V € Co°°(R2), which satisfies [V(x)]. = 10 for all x € B(0,2) (=
{y C R 2 ) \y\ < 2}). We will choose a test vector (j) = (<^i, (^2)5 which is supported in
5(0,1).
The density matrix 7' which gives the correct energy is:
00

1 f
y=Y,^M^u)n^u)du^

where M(v,u} is the characteristic function of the set (in (N+ U {0}) x E^)
{{y,u)\2y^h-}-V{u) < 0},
and where Ft (z/, u) is an operator with kernel
II(i/, u){x, y ) = gr(x - u^^x, y)gr(y - u}.
In this last expression gr is a localisation function gr(x) = r -l fi'(a;/r), 0 < g €
y( 2 )/
C^R2), f g2 = 1 and r = /i1""0 for some 0 < a < 1. Furthermore, nL^.y)
is the
^v
integral kernel of the projection to the z/-th Landau level:

n^, y) = ^ exp{z(^ - ^/i)^ - \x - y^Wx - y|2^),
where Ly are Laguerre polynomials normalised by 1^(0) = 1.
We will not prove here that 7' gives the right energy to highest order. This will
follow from calculations similar to those below (or see [LSY94]).
Let now M be the characteristic function of B(0,1)^, and write
7 =
== 66 \
/ MM(u)fl{u)du,
[U

where 6 —^ 0 as h —> 0 and where
n(u)(.T, y) = gr{x - u)P{x, y)gr{y - u).
3

This can be seen explicitly from the commutator formula in Section 4.
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In this final expression P is the operator

p-nS^n^+n^ani 2 ^
with a = p^ - ip^y a* = p^ + zp^ being the raising and lowering operators that
define the Landau levels.
We finally define 7 = 7' 4- 7. Since the operator P satisfies (remember fih = 1)

-c^+ni^^p^c^+ni 2 ^
it is easy to see that 0 < 7 for sufficiently small 6. In order to get 7 < 1 we should
multiply by a factor -^, where 6 -> 0 as h -> 0. We will not do this, since it will
not affect order of magnitude estimates and only obscure notation.
We need to calculate
tr[^7] = ^ + tr[^7] + o(/V/i),

and
tr^-^)^

with Jp((f)) = ( j ) ' p^ + p^ ' (f>. Notice that since 7 gives the right density to highest
order, we do not need to calculate the spin current i.e. tr[^/i(9a;^2 — ^ ^ i ) ^ ? since
we know this to be of order ^ once we have proved that 7 gives the right energy.
Furthermore, we may assume that 7' does not satisfy the requirements of Lemma
2.1 - if it does we do not have to construct anything.
The energy: Using linearity, we write,
tr[^7] = 6 f M(u)tr[Hfl(u)]du,
and then we use the AMS-localisation formula:

^gp\g - (py + g2?^ = [[g,p2^ g}.
Let us first look at the potential energy:
tr[yn(n)] = tr[^(. - u}VP}.

This is small (i.e o(^)) since II^/n^ is small for / £ C^° (see Lemma 2.2 below).
For the kinetic energy term we get:
tr[(p;-^)n(u)]

= Jtr ((p^(. - u) + ^(. - u}p\ - 2^h)P + 2[[p,(. - u),p;], ^(. - u)]P)
=

^tr (2^(. - u)P + 2/l2(V^(• - ^))2?) .

This term is small for the same reason as above. Thus we may choose e to go to
zero slowly with h - for definiteness let us take e = | log/i|~ 1 .
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The current:
In order to calculate the current we write
tr[Jp(^)7] = 2%tr[^(-zW + M)7],
so we only need to consider
tr[^(-?W -+- M)7]
== e ^ M(M)tr[(^(-zW + M)n(u)] du
= e y M(^)tr[(^(-W^(- - u))Pg^(- - u)] du
+6 j M(u)tr[(^,(. - n)(-^V + /xA)P9,(. - u)] ^

Since n^/nj^ is small when j + k, f e Cg°, we get that the highest order contribution comes from a part of the second term, namely:

e M

i ^^- - -^ ((^y/w) ^'(- - ")i "«

" </^"W(.-»){^ ^ )n?>.,( 4^ ^i2'})*..
If we remember that i^h == 1 and choose ^2 = 0 we can calculate the trace as:
ej'M(u)g^x - u}^(x) (n^{x,x)+nw(x,x)') dxdu
=

^h /

==

Shj
€11

M

^9^x ~ u)^l(;r) obc^
r

~^92({x-u)/r)(/)l{x)dxdu

f

" Zn-hj^^-

If we remember that this term has to be multiplied by h~~1 it is easy to see that we
have reached our aim.
r-j
Lemma 2.2. Let (f) e Co°°(R2), then

lltn^^lll^^^^v^liv^ll^,
^ere the norm of the operator on the left is the operator norm as a bounded operator
in ij .
Proof. We use Schur's Lemma i.e. the following bound on the norm of an integral
kernel:
ll^^y)!!^) < max(sup
x

/

/*

\K(x,y)\dy.snp / \K{x, y}\ dx).
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y

J

The integral kernel K(x, y ) of [n^\ (j)} is
^(rr, y) = n;2^, 2/)(^(y) - <^)) = n^Gr, ?/) Ay - x) . V<^ + t(y - x)) dt.
Jo
So we estimate:
f\K{x^y}\dy < ||V^||oo t \^\x^}\\x - y\ dy

= llv^lloov^/in^^^^lvW^I^-yl^.
Now we use the fact that in^^y)! = f(^/Ji/h(x - y)), where / has exponential
decay, to bound the last integral uniformly in a;. It is easy to see that the above
estimate works equally well for sup f \K(x^ y)\ dx.
D

3. Why JMTF ^ J
The first positive indication that JMTF ^ J comes from the following calculation:
Let us look at £'((1 + t)B, Vz) and differentiate at t = 0 (this corresponds to
putting a = A in the current operator). Now,
/ z
_.
H((l+t)B^Vz) = (1+t) [^(-——^^+A{VlTtx,))2+B(x,)>a,
<j=i
z
(x,

+E^)+ E
j=l

l<j<k<Z{x^

xk{

By changing variables to yj = \/1 + txj, we get that H((l + t)B,Vz) is unitarily
equivalent to the operator:
/ z
\
H(B^) = ( i + ^ ^ ^ v . + A ^ ^ + B ^ ) . ^
\j=i
/
/ z

+vTT7 E^^)+ E
\j=l

Kj<k<Z

X j - Xk\

So, we get (if the derivative with respect to t exists):
d

z

^E({l+t)B^) = {^l^-zV.+A^))^^).^!^)
j=i

^wfw^ E ^w
j=l

\<]<k<Z

= EKI^B, Vz) + ^EpoT{B. Vz).
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3

"I

(1)

where ^o denotes a ground state wave function, and E K I N (resp Epor) denotes the
ground state kinetic (resp potential) energy4.
Remark 3.1. Notice that this is an identity for normal, finite-size atoms. There
are no limits involved.
Remark 3.2. This identity has a striking similarity with the virial theorem for
atoms without magnetic fields. In fact, the identity can be understood as a virial
theorem/or atoms in constant magnetic fields. Upon taking B = 0, we get the usual
identity
0 = EKIN^ Vz) + J^POT(O, Vz).

As noticed in the remark above, our identity is similar to the so-called virial theorem in quantum mechanics. Now, the virial theorem, can be proved by calculating
a certain commutator. Doing this in our case will help us get a useful identity for
other test function a than the special choice a = A above:

3.1. Scaling
It will be convenient for us to change to the natural length scale ; of the atom.
Therefore, we perform the following unitary transformation:
Let Ui be the unitary operator

(W)Gri,... ^yv) = r^/2^-^,.... r1^),
where I = Z-1/3^ + /?)-2/5, /? = (B/Z 4 / 3 ). Then
U^H^B^U^Zl-^Hz^h^}
and
U^Jz(B^Bla(x/l))Ut = Zl^Jzih^^a),
where
z

r

Hz{h^)=^ ( / ^ p , + ^ A ( ^ ) ) 2 + ^ a 3 - l
1=1 L
L
^

PjlJ

I^U

+Z- 1

Y

——1——

^"J^7 -^

1<^<Z^

Jz(h,^,a)
z
=

^ \a{x,) . {hp, + M(^-)) + (hp, + l^A(x,)) • a{x,) + h^b^^x,)] .
J
j=i

Here p= -zV, h = ^- 1 / 2 Z- 1 / 2 and ^ = Bl^Z-1/2. Notice that h -, 0 iff BZ-3 -^
0. In the rest of the paper ^scaled will always denote a ground state of Hz{h,^i),
which exists by assumption.
^To my knowledge this identity has not previously appeared in the litterature. Any references
on the subject would be appreciated.
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3.2. Commutator formula
Let us take an a = (a^a^O) G Co°°(R3). and define a = (-a^a^O). We
can now calculate the commutator
z
[Hz[h, ^ ]^ a(x,) • (hp, + M(^)) + (hp, + M(^)) . a(^-)],
j=l

using the commutator formula from Section 4 below. Thereby we will find, using
that the matrix element of a commutator with H vanishes in any eigenstate of H
that
{^scaled\Jz{h^^a)\^ scaled} = {^ scaled\J z{h, ^ a) ^scaled),

where
Jz(h^,a) =
z

- ^W + ^A{x,)}(Dd(x,) + {Dd^f^hp, + M(^)) - h^b^(x,)
j=i
V^

{X3 ~ xk) • (a{Xj) - d(Xk))

2—/
1<^A-<Z
Kj<k<Z

|^ . _ ^, |3

^-1
1

Z-

^

^

1^

^1

^

( d ( x j ) • X 3j
/r •„
3
1^1

E^1 \\

+

1 ^

\

- z9-^Adivaa;,)
.
J
/
/

Remark 3.3. If we take d(x) = -l/2(a;i^2.^3) in the above formula, we get (1).
Let us denote the terms on the right Jz,/<j7v(d), JzjNT(a) and Jz,DENs{a) respectively.
From the convergence of the quantum mechanical density to the MTF-density
(see [LSY94]), we easily get:
Theorem 3.4.
~
{^scaled\Jz,DENs(h^,a)\^ seated) -^ Z

/ /7 ( '7* 1 • ^y
/
/
p^x} dx,
J

\^\

as Z —^ oo. Here p^ is the unique minimizer in scaled MTF-theory.

In order to calculate the other two contributions to the current some more work
is needed, but from here the ideas are the same as those used in [LSY94].
Theorem 3.5. Suppose there exists C < oo such that p.h < C, then as h -> 0 we
get
{^ scaled} JZ.K I N(h^.d)\^/scaled)

3

= --^Z
-Z

/*

{9^-9^)P3{\Veff -)dx

{9^,a^-9^a^Veffp3dx+o(Z).
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and
{^ scaled} JzjNT(h, ^, d) |v& scaled)

I)(I

a( ))

= ^1 //^ " "V^" '' ^)'"y+ °(^
7?ere p^ z'5 the unique minimizer in scaled MTF-theory and Veff = "M"1 + P0 *
|a:|~1 + ^(/?), ^ ^e effective potential (also from scaled MTF-theory).

Using the results above we finally get:
Theorem 3.6. Let a = (a^.a^.O) € Co00^3^3) and let a = (-a^a^O),
b^ = (9^(i)a^ — (9^(2)0^. Suppose there exists C < oo such that \ih < C, then as
h —^ 0 (or equivalently Z —^ oo)
{^scaled\Jz{h^,a)\^f scaled}

=

Z^bW{x) (r^{x)) + ^(x)veff{x)} dx+o{Z).

Here the term on the right hand side is exactly the current obtained in scaled MTF
theory.

The term (^scaied\Jz,iNT{h^^a)\^scaled) c^ be seen as a new electron-electron
interaction. This makes it look complicated at first sight, but it turns out to be
fairly easy to include it in the MTF-theory and apply the ideas from [LSY94] to
calculate the corresponding current. In order to see that this term can be reduced
to a new term in the density functional theory we need to prove an inequality of
Lieb-Oxford type.
Concerning J Z . K I N ' - this operator is a one-particle operator and it is therefore only
necessary to modify the semiclassical analysis in order to calculate the corresponding
current. It is, however, this term which forces us to limit ourselves to the case
l^h < C (or B < CZ^\ for a further discussion of this see [FouOObj. It will be the
aim of new work to get around this difficulty.

4. Commutator
In this section we will violate slightly the conventions on the notation, since here
we will let A be an arbitrary vector potential and thus B == curIA will not necessarily
be constant in space. We will be working in a one particle situation instead of the
many-particle problems discussed in the major part of this article.
Let us define
H = ( - z W +^A) 2 +V{x),
and write Jp{a) == a ' (—z/iV + /^A) 4- {—ih\7 + /^A) • a. Let furthermore
0
-£?3

Bs
0

J?2

-5l

-.82 \
£?i
={^A^-^,A,}^.
0

/

The range of the matrix B is exactly the vectors orthogonal to B.
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Remark 4.1. Notice that ifB == (1,0,0) and a = (-a2,ai,0), thenBa = (01,02,0).
Let us denote by (;) the inner product in R3 and by (;) the inner product in
L2(R3). Let us finally write the magnetic momentum operator as p^ = (—z'/iV+^A).
Then we get:
Lemma 4.2. Let us write a = Ba, then the following formula is true:

[H, Jp(a)] = 2iha ' W - 2%/i/^Jp(a)
-2ih(p^ {Da + (Pa)^) - z/^Adh^a).
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is essentially just a calculation.

D

Corollary 4.3. Let (f) be an eigenfunction for H , i.e. H(J) == \(f), then
^Jp(a)(f>} = ((^a-W^)
t

-{^{p^{{Da+{Da)
)p^}-^
-^;
(p^; ({Da + (DaY)?^}
- h2^ Adiv(a)^).
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